
 
EagleVail Property Owners Association 

 

November 29, 2018 
 
VIA EMAIL 
 
 
Members of the Eagle County Planning Commission 
℅ Cliff Simonton, Senior Long Range Planner  
Eagle County Community Development 
P.O. Box 179 
Eagle, Colorado  81631 
 
Re: Opposition and Concerns with Warner Building Project 
 
Dear Ladies and Gentlemen, 
 
The purpose of this letter is to express the concerns of all board members of The EagleVail                 
Property Owners Association (“EVPOA”) with the proposed “Boarding House” project in the            
Warner Building #2 at 20 Eagle Road which is within the EagleVail PUD (“The Project”.) The                
Eagle County Planning Commission and Board of Commissioners (“EC”) are considering           
approving an application for The Project as a “Use-Subject to Special Review.” 
 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
The EVPOA’s mission is: “ ... to provide the Property Owners of EagleVail, with a pleasant and                 
safe community, while protecting the value of their properties.” The undersigned recommend            
that the project not be approved in its current form. As Directors for the EVPOA, we believe that                  
the project is inconsistent with the EagleVail Declaration and PUD (see below).  
 
The Project does not serve “the needs of neighborhood residents in the immediate area,” as it is                 
intended to benefit businesses not in EagleVail. The Project is at odds with the PUD               
authorization for uses of commercial lots. It likely will reduce property values. It is also likely to                 
adversely affect the long-standing character of EagleVail community at a high profile location.  
 
We support the need for affordable workforce housing in Eagle County. In fact, many residents               
in EagleVail are workers in the local economy. We encourage and support workforce housing              
efforts where they are consistent with existing zoning and long-standing property use. We do              
not believe that the long-standing shortage of workforce housing throughout Eagle County            
should be a reason to approve The Project over the reasonable concerns of the Board and                
residents of EagleVail. The concerns with the Project include: 
 

● Inconsistent with PUD Commercial Requirements. 
● Inconsistent with Set Back Requirements. 
● Adverse Effects on Residential Property Values. 
● No Formal Agreement on Parameters and “Use Rules” of Boarding House. 
● Other Potential Uses are Available to Applicant 
● Inadequate Parking and Vehicle Access 
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Included in this letter is: i.) background information about the EVPOA, ii.) description of the               
current PUD, and, iii.) concerns with The Project. Included in Exhibit I is a list of modifications                 
that should be fully considered if The Project proceeds over the objections of the EVPOA Board. 
 

ABOUT EVPOA 
 
The EVPOA is a not-for-profit corporation representing 1,447 Association Members and many of             
the 3,500 residents in Eagle-Vail. The Association operates in accordance with the 1992             
Declaration of Covenants, Conditions and Restrictions (“the Declaration”) and Planned Unit           
Development (“PUD”) in Eagle-Vail. The EVPOA Board is the designated party to recommend             
PUD changes. The PUD was last amended in 2012. 
 
The EVPOA’s mission is “ ... is to provide the Property Owners of EagleVail, with a pleasant and                  
safe community, while protecting the value of their properties. Our mission will primarily be              
accomplished through the fair and equitable enforcement of the covenants, rules and            
regulations.” The Board has the responsibility to oversee and enforce the Declaration. The             
stated purposes listed in the Declaration include the following: 
 

● “Creating and maintaining a reasonably quiet, desirable and pleasant Residential          
area while allowing within certain areas commercial and recreational uses which           
are properly restricted and not inconsistent with the Residential character of the            
area; 

● Protecting the appearance, health, safety, and convenience of the Residential area; 
● Guaranteeing the value, desirability, safety, attractiveness, and salability of the          

Properties;  
● Ensuring that any and all new construction and uses are compatible with the intent              

to preserve the Residential character of the Properties, suitable and harmonious in            
architectural design with existing styles, and complementary to the natural environment of            
said Properties.” 

 
 
EagleVail is, and always has been, primarily a residential neighborhood. There are few             
“apartment” or high density buildings within the PUD. Properties within the PUD are owner              
occupied, long-term rentals, or owned by second home-owners. Virtually all neighboring           
properties to The Project are long-term owned and occupied residences, or rented to long-term              
tenants. “Boarding house” use of one of only seven commercial lots in EagleVail would be               
inconsistent with low-density “use” of EagleVail properties. 
 
The EVPOA Board has heard concerns from residents, regarding The Project in a town hall               
meeting on November 14th, 2018. These heartfelt comments inform the concerns and            
recommendations in this letter. An EC representative was present for that meeting. 
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The EVPOA Board was not asked to approve the project. It is in light of the responsibilities 
of the EVPOA Board, as noted in the Declaration, the EVPOA Board respectfully requests 
that comments in this letter, and from individual  EVPOA Members, be given significant 
weight by EC. 
 

 
EAGLEVAIL PLANNED UNIT DEVELOPMENT (“PUD”) 

 
The PUD was last amended and approved by the Eagle County Board of Commissioners              
October 9, 2012. The PUD provides local zoning guidance to establish and maintain consistent              
community standards in EagleVail. Members of the EVPOA expect that these standards will be              
maintained unless modified with notice and valid reasons. The PUD language related to             
Commercial Lots states: 
 
4. e. Commercial Lot - Purpose: To provide for the limited range of commercial uses needed to meet the 
daily or convenient shopping needs of neighborhood residents in the immediate area. and,  
 
3) Uses by Right Subject to Review Standards (revised 2/10/12): Certain uses are important to the 
PUD's character and functions, but may not be appropriate in all circumstances within the commercial 
zone district. Such uses cannot be judged solely by standards common to all uses in the zone district or 
by the standards applicable to all uses that are allowed by special review. The uses also require 
individualized standards to review their location, site plan, operating characteristics, intensity and similar 
factors. 

 
 

The Project does not meet the “daily or convenient shopping needs of neighborhood residents”              
as The Project is described by the Applicant to service housing needs of businesses not in                
EagleVail.  
 
The PUD references 31 separate “Uses By Right” and 18 separate “Uses, Special Review.” The               
Project is one of the 18 permitted uses subject to “Special Review.” The Project should be                
subjected to the careful scrutiny defined in the PUD.  
 
The PUD also establishes set-back requirements for Commercial Lots.  Pre-existing buildings, 
like the Warner Building(s) were grandfathered as to commercial set-back requirements of only 
10 feet. However, if any of the 49 possible uses were being considered “de novo” on a 
commercial lot, these uses would require set-backs of 25 feet. The lack of reasonable 
set-backs, as currently required, create reasonable concerns with neighboring residential 
properties. Accordingly, the proposed boarding house use of the building would result in 
non-compliant set-backs from adjacent residential properties and should be evaluated in light of 
the adverse effects.  
 
Furthermore, there are no defined requirements for the meaning of “boarding house” use which              
heightens concerns with unknown features of the Project.  
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CONCERNS 
 

The Project has a number of deficiencies and concerns including the following: 
 

1 - Inconsistent with Commercial Requirements of the PUD. 
 
The Project is inconsistent with the preamble for commercial Lots in the PUD. As noted               
above, the PUD states that [the purpose of commercial lots is] “To provide for the limited                
range of commercial uses needed to meet the daily or convenient shopping needs of              
neighborhood residents in the immediate area.”  
 
The Applicant has stated that likely users or employers include large businesses in Vail              
(i.e. Ritz Carlton or Vail Health.) Accordingly, this does not comply with intended             
purpose of commercial lots in the PUD. 
 
2 - Inconsistent with Existing Set-Back Requirements. 
 
Current setback requirements of 25 feet from rear property line should be weighed when              
considering The Project. These requirements are important to the neighboring residential           
properties because: i) the proposed “intensity of use” is greater than the commercial             
office use because the 45 or more occupants on a 24/7 basis,, and, ii.) the possible                
adverse impacts of the proposed use. The Project would not meet current set-back             
requirements. 
 
The change in “use” proposed by Applicant may be in conflict with Article 6 of Land Use                 
Regulations that state: Change in Use. A nonconforming use shall not be changed to any               
other use, unless any new or additional use conforms to the provisions of these Land Use                
Regulations for the zone district in which the use is located.  
 
3 - Adverse Effects on Neighboring Residential Property Values 
 
Neighboring Properties are Residential Properties. Most properties within 1,000 feet of           
the Project are, and have been, low density residential properties for decades. The             
neighboring property values reflect the modest effects of commercial office building.           
Several prominent EagleVail realtors have stated that The Project would detract from            
property values in the area. These values will decline with adverse effects of a Boarding               
House with attendant “intensity of use”, density and traffic. Some residents also            
expressed concern with child safety due to the added density, traffic and 24 hour use of                
the Building. The related uncertainty of these impacts will have an adverse effect on              
desirability and property values now and in the future. 
 
The owner of the adjacent commercial building on the site (Warner #1) has also stated               
that the boarding house use will be adverse to the continued office use of Building #1.                
The owner stated that if Building #2 is converted, Building #1 may have to convert to                
boarding house use as no other use would be viable adjacent to The Project. (Thereby               
increasing boarding house tenants from 42 to over 60.)   
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4 - Lack of Formal Agreement on Use of Boarding House Leads to Risks 
 
The Applicant has made a number of formal and informal representations related to the              
proposed “Boarding House” use. These representations regarding the Project are not           
documented or binding on the Applicant. Examples include i.) limits on multiple tenants             
per room, ii.) no pets on premise, iii.) adequate vehicle parking, iv.) property rules, v.)               
exterior modifications & vi.) landscaping, etc. These elements are are not binding without             
a formal agreement. The actual effects of the Project on the community and neighbors              
are unpredictable without such an agreement. Absent a formal agreement, EC and            
residents of EagleVail cannot be assured that statements and representations will           
be implemented. 
 
5 - Other Potential Uses are Available to Applicant 
 
There are 48 alternative possible uses for the commercial lot other than Boarding             
House.  
 
The most viable alternative use for the property would be continued office use. Office              
Buildings in the immediate area are 100% occupied and maintained in good working             
order. Many EagleVail residents have, and still do, utilize office buildings in EagleVail.             
Some residents believe that this building has been poorly maintained and undesirable as             
an office building for some time. It is likely that this building could be more fully                
utilized as an office building if kept in a comparable condition to Office Buildings in               
the immediate area.  
 
The Applicant previously indicated an interest in developing condos on the property for             
workforce housing that would have required a PUD Amendment. The EVPOA Board            
would have considered such an Amendment. The Applicant later indicated a lack of             
interest in pursuing a PUD amendment after the Board reaffirmed pre-existing           
“guidelines” for consideration of a PUD Amendment request.  
 
Some have suggested an assisted living facility at the location which would likely be less               
of a concern to the community. A demolition and reconstruction of a new building could               
be accomplished with uses and set-backs more consistent with the EagleVail community. 
 
6 - Inadequate Parking and Vehicle Access 
 
The Project indicates potential occupancy of about 45 individuals. No one can predict             
whether each occupant will have a vehicle. The neighboring building (Warner Building #1)             
has indicated it cannot remain an office building if the Project proceeds. If the neighboring               
smaller office building converts to a Boarding House, then an additional 20 individuals             
may share the same parking lot. The parking plan does not provide for “guest parking,”               
nor are all required spaces meeting the required dimensions when new stairwells are             
properly reflected on the site plan. The traffic study does not contemplate additional             
boarding house residents (from Building #1) and improperly uses incomparable “student           
housing” metrics to estimate traffic. With increasing space for refuse, needed           
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landscaping, needed access and needed space for location of snow, it is likely that              
vehicle parking needs will exceed the available spaces.  
 
The current sole access point to the property is a few feet south of a major intersection                 
and access point to the EagleVail community and Homestake Peak School. It is likely that               
egress from the parking lot in the morning, during prime commuting hours, will be most               
difficult. If egress is congested at certain times, vehicle traffic would likely exit the parking               
lot, turn right into EagleVail neighborhoods, and seek places throughout EagleVail to flow             
into traffic through the intersection.  
 

In the event that EC would approve The Project over the objections and concerns of the                
EVPOA Board, a list of modifications should be considered by EC as listed in Exhibit I.  
 
Each of the undersigned Directors of the EVPOA are residents of EagleVail and elected              
representatives of the Members of the EVPOA. By signing this letter we submit these comments               
on behalf of Members of the Association and residents of the community.  
 
If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact any one of us. 
 
Very truly yours, 
 
 

/S/ Judson Watts    /S/ Stephen Daniels      

Judd Watts, President & Director Stephen Daniels, Treasurer & Director 

  

/S/ Karl Krueger   /S/ Jake Jacobson   

Karl Krueger, Director Jake Jacobson, Vice President & Director 

  

/S/ Cindy Gilbert      

Cindy Gilbert, Secretary & Director  
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Exhibit I 
Modifications and Agreements to Project 

 
The EVPOA Board members indicated above do not believe the Project should be approved              
based on the submitted application. If EC decides to proceed over these objections and              
concerns, we propose that the items listed below be made conditions and or refinements to that                
approval. 
 

● The density (number of “rooms”) should be reduced.  
● All exterior modifications and landscaping plan shall be submitted to the EVPOA Design             

Review Committee, to be reviewed and approved by them, consistent with current            
standards, before approval of the EC.  

● Developer to enter into a formal three party agreement with EC and EVPOA regarding              
representations made in the Application for the Project. These representations shall           
include items listed here and additional representations agreed to in a possible EC             
approval. 

● Developer shall agree to document rules and regulations applicable to all possible            
tenants that will be enforced to maintain the character of the Project and community.              
Such rules and regulations may result in reasonable fines to tenants, and/or property             
owner, based on complaints.  

● Developer shall agree to keep the vehicle gate to Larkspur Road closed except under              
emergency conditions. 

● The design of the Building shall be modified to insure that windows facing to Residential               
Properties on Larkspur Lane shall be reduced to residential scale and discontinuous,            
closed and not designed to be opened except in emergencies. The Community Room             
shall be designed to face the north side of the building and away from adjacent               
neighbors. Exit stairways shall have no windows facing south, east or west, to protect              
neighbors from light and noise. 

● The Developer shall seek and obtain approval from the Colorado Department of            
Transportation to provide an eastbound ingress and egress to the property from US 6. 

● The Developer shall create a landscaping plan to reduce the visual density of vehicles in               
the parking lot, to limit the number of vehicles, and provide a landscaping buffer to               
adjacent residential properties and Highway 6. 

● The Developer to agree to a delay in the project to provide time to meet with residents in                  
the area and consider their recommendations, and to permit them to provide individual             
comments to the Planning Commission and Board of Commissioners based on such            
meetings. 

● The Project shall not be approved until future use of the adjacent Warner Building #1 is                
decided and agreed to amongst the parties. 

● The Project should be subjected to all current EagleVail lighting, noise, parking, and             
landscaping requirements. These requirements should include, but not be limited to, “no            
smoking” on the property, no dog runs, and on the east, south and west sides of the                 
building: no visible exterior lights, no decks or “Juliet” decks, no windows or doors in               
stairwells, no window sills below three feet, no ribbon “office type windows,” no laundry              
drying area, no storage of any materials or vehicles etc., no patios, shade structures or               
play spaces, and no dog run, etc. 
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